RAPID NOTIFICATION
QUICKLY NOTIFY PERSONNEL OF EMERGENCIES WITHOUT TYING UP DISPATCH LINES

FAST NOTIFICATIONS, CLOSE-AT-HAND
Expedites information gathering and dissemination in emergency situations with Spillman Flex’s Rapid Notification module, designed to send incident notifications directly to responders via email, text message or phone call, all without tying up radio communication. Improve your team’s awareness by providing an initial incident detail report that is immediately available as they run out the door in response to the incident.

INSTANT CAD INFORMATION
Because the Rapid Notification module is fully integrated with an agency’s Flex system, dispatchers can send automatic Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) event details to responding units. This module gathers address, call nature, contact name, call comments, priority and other information from Flex’s CAD module and sends it to personnel at the responding agency, preventing agency personnel from having to wait on dispatch radio traffic. Post-incident reports containing detailed incident information and unit run times can be either printed or faxed to a team or station so that a hard copy is available to use for recording purposes.

COST-EFFECTIVE NOTIFICATION SOLUTION
For many agencies, traditional notification systems are too costly and cumbersome to address your team’s essential communication needs. As an integrated module that ties into your agency’s existing Flex system, Rapid Notification offers a low-cost and easy-to-maintain system for emergency notifications.

CONVENIENT NOTIFICATION SHARING
In the rush of emergency situations, it is important that communication to command staff, units and backup teams not be disrupted. With Rapid Notification, it’s easier than ever to send notifications to the right personnel, at the right time. All teams involved in a response can easily be kept in the loop by adding any email address or mobile phone number to receive emergency notifications, without relying on or disrupting your radio communication.
ADVANCED MESSAGING AND RECEIPTS
Take advantage of more advanced messaging capabilities, prebuilt notification scenarios and message receipt acknowledgement with VESTA® Communicator.

VESTA Communicator is a Motorola Solutions’ Mass Notification solution that offers immediate, two-way communication for fast employee notification and staff mobilization. Your Flex CAD system integrates seamlessly with the solution to help you alert citizens and employees during emergencies and non-emergency situations.

KNOW WHAT MATTERS, WHEN IT MATTERS

We build software for mission-critical environments where every second matters. Spillman Flex and other applications in our CommandCentral software suite unify data and streamline workflows from call to case closure in order to put your information to better use, improve safety for critical personnel and restore your focus on the communities you serve. Backed by a trusted, 90-year expert with proven public safety leadership, our suite is transforming the public safety experience with a focus on evolution, not revolution, in order to help you digitally transform your operation.

To learn more about Rapid Notification, please visit motorolasolutions.com/flexcad